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Chapter 5

If You Build It, Prosperity Will Not Come:
What the Studies Say

The Rich Get Richer...

Okay, so we've heard the case histories. "What about academic studies of the

question? Is there a consensus?

Oh, is there ever a consensus...

"With the exception of the racial ban that kept blacks from the game until

1947, the publicly financed stadium is the most regrettable feature of the

business of baseball," says Neil J. Sullivan, author of The Dodgers Move West.1

A strong assertion — but one that applies, perhaps with even greater force,

to those sports that lacked a statutory color barrier: football, basketball, and

hockey.
There are, as of 2012, 122 teams in the National Football League (NFL),

Major League Baseball (MLB), the National Basketball Association (NBA),
and the National Hockey League (NHL). They play m 60 stadiums (the
Oakland and Miami football and baseball teams share their parks) and

50 arenas (hockey and basketball teams share venues in Los Angeles,

New York, Philadelphia, Dallas, Washington, Atlanta, Denver, Boston, and

Chicago). Neil deMause, in his introduction to the updated edition of Field

of Schemes: How the Great Stadium Swindle Turns Public Money into Private Profit

(2008), estimates that the annual subsidy to stadium/arena construction is

now two billion dollars.2 Although flat-out 100% municipal construction

and ownership is now rarer than in the "pave it and they will come 1950s

and 1960s, the magnitude of the subsidies shows no sign of contraction.

J.T. Bennett, They Play, You Pay: Why Taxpayers Buili Ballparks, Stadiums, and Arenas
for Billionaire Owners and Millionaire Players, DOI I0.I007/978-I-46I4-3332-3_5,
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What really galls many taxpayers is the reverse Robin Hood quality of

such subsidies. After all, these are not grants to Little Leagues or Boys Club

boxing tournaments or girls' softball fields. No, the men who reap the largest

rewards from sports-related public policy in this country are, in many cases,

the richest men in the country. As Mark S. Rosentraub writes in Major League

Losers: The Real Cost oj Sports and Wkos Paying Jor Lt, A welfare system exists in

this country that transfers hundreds of millions of dollars from taxpayers to

wealthy investors and their extraordinarily well-paid employees" — even

though sports have a "minuscule" impact on a city's economy.3

In 2010, the average salary in the major sports leagues was: Baseball:

$3,015 million4; Football: $1,896 million5; Basketball: $3.4 million6; and

Hockey: $2.4 million.7 The median household income m America, by puny

contrast, is $50,221.8 As Robert A. Baade has written, "Taxing low or aver¬

age income groups to enhance the financial privilege of unusually wealthy
professional athletes raises ethical and moral concerns."9 And stadium subsi¬

dies boost athlete s salaries to levels higher than they would be in the absence
of subsidies.

As for the owners.. .Croesus might have to strain to join this group.

Lest anyone think that the flamboyant Dallas Cowboys' owner Jerry Jones

is an exception, and that the other owners in the NFL are far from the super-

wealthy, and instead are for the most part modestly well-off sportsmen who

in purchasing and maintaining a professional football team are performing a

public benefaction to their hometowns — "giving back," as they like to say
— Forbes, the self-described "capitalist tool," has the facts.

As of the 2010 football season, more than half of the owners in the NFL

(16 of 31, with Green Bay's community-owned team the 32nd team) were

billionaires. Not millionaires — that status is reserved for mere players. But

billionaires. You would think that accumulating such wealth would more or

less disqualify one from public alms — but you would be wrong.

Topping the Forbes list of the billionaire football owners is Paul Allen,

cofounder of .Microsoft and owner of the perennially mediocre Seattle

Seahawks. His net worth was pegged at $12.7 billion, give or take a few
shekels.10

The other 15 billionaire owners, with the sources of their wealth, their
teams, and their net worths, are:

- Stephen Ross, real estate development, Miami Dolphins, $3.1 billion

— Stan Kroenke, real estate development (and marrying a Walton — of

Benton, Arkansas, not Walton's Mountain), St. Louis Rams, $2.7 billion

- Malcolm Glazer, food service, Tampa Bay Buccaneers, $2.6 billion
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- Jerry Jones, oil and gas exploration, Dallas Cowboys, $2 billion

- Robert Kraft, paper products, New England Patriots, $1.5 billion

- James Irsay, inheriting a football team, Indianapolis Colts, $1.4 billion

- Robert McNair, energy, Houston Texans, $1.4 billion

- Stephen Bisciotti, staffing company, Baltimore Ravens, $1.3 billion

- Arthur Blank, Home Depot, Atlanta Falcons, $1.2 billion
- Bud Adams, oil, Tennessee Titans, $1.15 billion. (As Forbes points out,

Adams bought the team, then the Houston Oilers, for $25,000 in I960,

and even "after factoring in 50 years of inflation, Adams made over 5,400

times his money." Not a bad investment.^)

- Alex Spanos, real estate development, San Diego Chargers, $1.1 billion ^

- Dan Snyder, communications, Washington Redskms, $1.1 billion. (Snyders

meptness as an owner has made the Redskms a laughingstock, though at

least his team's home, FedExField in handover, Maryland, was built pri¬

marily with private funds. Note that Snyder's predecessor as owner, Jack

Kent Cooke, for whom the stadium was briefly named, didn't stick his

hand m the cookie jar. In 1992, Cooke and Virginia Governor Douglas

Wilder (D) negotiated a plan under which the state of Virginia would

finance $130 million of road, rail Ime, and infrastructure improvements

leading into a Redskms stadium in Alexandria, Virginia. The deal seemed

to be set — until outraged citizens in Alexandria, peeved that this give¬

away to the unlikable Cooke would rip up large parts of their city, regis¬

tered their disapproval loudly enough to derail the plan. And althoug

FedExField is sometimes called a privately built stadium, Robert Baade

notes that Maryland "contributed $78 million to the project for access

roads, parking lots, and other facilities around the stadium. n)

- Tom Benson, automobile dealership, New Orleans Samts, $1.05 billion

- Jeff Lurie, film producer, Philadelphia Eagles, $1 billion
- William Clay Ford Sr., being Henry Ford's grandson, Detroit Lions, $1

billion12

What hard-hearted wretch could object to lavishing public monies upon

such men?
The symbolism of such subsidies calls forth a howls of populist protest.

Government giveaways to the rich! Spoiled athletes and billionaire owners are

feeding at the public trough, while hard-pressed taxpayers have to scrimp and

save to pay their property taxes and health insurance. As Allen R. Sanderson

of the University of Chicago's Department of Economics writes,^ the

"primary beneficiaries of stadium reconstruction and team relocations are

the "cartel leagues, team owners, players, and diehard fans, while the losers

are taxpayers."13
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In "Subsidizing Stadiums," tax-law specialist Dennis Zimmerman writes

that "the incidence of private consumption benefits is becoming more and

more concentrated among the middle- and upper-income segments of the

local population and business community."14 The working stiff pulling a

double shift at 7-11 is paying taxes that build a stadium whose luxury suites

are occupied by CEOs who make as much in a fortnight as the Slurpee-pourer

makes in a year. Lives there a political philosopher who will defend this

arrangement?

Billions and Billions

The size of the subsidies has been measured most recently by Mayya

M. Komisarchik and Aju J. Fenn of the Colorado College Department of

Economics and Busmess. In an April 2010 working paper, Komisarchik and

Fenn relay their findings that between 1995 and 2009, governments contrib¬

uted $10.34 billion to major league stadium and arena projects, while private

sources were responsible for $7.08 billion. The respective percentages are 59

and 41. Broken down by sport, the public share of new football stadiums was

59% ($4.03 billion public, $2.82 billion private); the public share of new
baseball parks was 59% ($3.15 billion public, $2.19 billion private); and the
public share of new basketball and hockey arenas — some shared venues,

some not — was 60% ($3.11 billion public, $2.07 billion private). New

stadiums and arenas are going up at a faster rate than ever before, such that

the 20 years span between 1995 and 2015 will see the highest sums of

public dollars ever spent on major league sports."15
While innovations in stadium design have in recent years enabled teams to

virtually bathe in a deepening pool of revenues from such sources as private

seat licenses, luxury suite rentals, stadium naming rights, parking, and con¬

cessions so diverse that word concessions — which calls up images of shriveled

hot dogs and warm beer — hardly do them justice — owners have not

exactly demanded that they be removed from the government teat. (More

likely they demand a greater share of revenues from such sources — even

when the park and parking lot have been built with government funds.) As

Komisarchik and Fenn note, "94% of all MLB ballparks are at least partially

funded by public dollars, as are 95% of NFL stadiums, 86% of dual use

NBA/NHL arenas, 94% of NBA arenas and 88% of arenas serving the

NHL."16
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Stadiums and arenas are also being built at an unprecedented rate: whereas

before 1990, "Major league athletic venues were built at a rate of 0.36 arenas

per year, or one arena every 2.8 years," the rate since 1990 is "comparably

astounding at 3.63 stadiums per year."17 In fact, over half of the teams in the

NFL, NHL, NBA, and MLB have "moved into a new or substantially

renovated venue since 1990."18

Strange as it may seem in this era of "public—private partnerships" under

which states and municipalities build ballparks and stadiums for Forbes 400

owners, in pre-New Deal America, as we have seen, such edifices of sport

were almost always constructed on privately assembled land at the expense of

team owners or entrepreneurs. As late as 1950, Cleveland was the only MLB

team to play in a government-owned park. Baseball's National League had no

government-built ballparks at the time. Nor did any of the six NHL teams

skate on state-supplied ice, though a substantial minority of teams in the

NFL — 36% — and NBA — 46% — played in publicly owned stadiums
or arenas in 1950.!9

As economists James Quirk of Cal Tech and Rodney D. Fort of

Washington State write in Pay Dirt: The Business of Professional Sports Teams:

"It seems a long time ago now, but it was only forty years ago that local

governments simply were not players in the pro sports team game. Partly, this

was because of the ethos of the times; local governments weren't supposed to

be in the business of subsidizing private enterprises. But added to this was

the limited political clout of the sport constituency, which typically did not

include the local establishment."20

"In the era just after World War II," they continue, "most major league

teams in all sports played in privately owned stadiums or arenas. Most NFL

teams played in baseball parks that were owned by baseball teams; and among

MLB teams, only Cleveland played in a publicly owned stadium. NHL

teams played in privately owned arenas, and about half of the NBA teams

also played in privately owned arenas."21 And remember, the late 1940s were

hardly some laissez-faire Eden in American economic history. The Second

World War had just ended, and it had achieved an unprecedented concentra¬

tion of economic and political power in Washington, DC. Unlike after the

First World War, the demobilization was modest and limited; a Cold War

with the Soviet Union would keep the government bureaus humming, and

most aspects and programs of the New Deal remained long after the Great

Depression had ended.
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Still, few would have contended m the bte 1940s that building stadiums

01 ballparks or aicnas for football or baseball or basketball or hockey (cams

was a legitimate function of city, state, or fedcial government.

The apex of the public subsidy era occurred roughly from 1961 through

1984, which corresponded, in a noted noncoincidence, with the advent of

the Great Society and the expansion of welfare entitlements not only for the

poor but also for the middle class. The vast majority of parks and stadiums

in this era were built almost entirely by taxpayer subsidy. That these venues

were often characterless, boring, sterile multipurpose facilities, as we have

seen, was perhaps to be expected. Modern government architecture has
seldom satisfied the soul.

What Texas A&M professor John Crompton terms the "transitional" era

of stadium funding ran from 1985 to 1994 and was marked by a mix of

private and public funding (though public still dominated, as it does today)
for elaborate, fully loaded, single sport facilities." The ballparks were better

think Baltimore s Camden Yards versus Cincinnati's Riverfront Stadium

and the private share of construction was, percentage-wise at least, greater.

(Camden Yards, ironically, was an exception.) Basketball and hockey arenas,

too, were taking shape as public/private partnerships, as for instance with
Phoenix's America West Arena.

Since 1995, in what Crompton dubs the "Fully-Loaded (Private-Public

Partnership) era, the cost of facilities has escalated greatly, and while the

franchises themselves are often contributing a substantial sum toward con¬

struction, overall costs to the taxpayer have continued to rise. Now-common

features such as luxury suites and retractable roofs add considerably to con¬

struction costs. So while "the proportionate investment of public resources

mto facilities may have declined, the net annual public subsidy to the

franchises often has increased."22 Privatization may have achieved a cachet

among policymakers m the late 1980s, but its virtues were not widely trum¬

peted in sports policy. By 1991, 65 of the 84 stadiums and arenas in use
(77 percent) were publicly owned."23

Still, especially with arenas, in recent years "there has been a dramatic shift

toward franchise owners assuming a greater share of development costs of

the venues m which their teams play," write Crompton and Turgut Var of

Texas A&M and Dennis R. Howard of the University of Oregon. The period

of the early 1960s through the early 1980s was marked by a degree of 100%
government funding that would have been the envy of Bulgarian economic

planners. In the Great Society, even millionaire sports moguls were eligible

for a free lunch. That began to change m the mid-1980s — whether through
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the influence of ascendant free-market doctrines or just because municipal

finances were running low - and yet while a private component is now often
__ though often not — expected in any new construction, the puUic con

bution to these increasingly expensive entertainment venues is hardly shr

i I„ fact, note Crouton, Var, and Howard, "in real dollar terms the
government share of the cost of arena construction .s acmaBy higher today,
I the supposedly golden age of pn.ate-publ.c partnership, than it was m

1970s, the age of the free lunch.24
The advent of the fully loaded stadium rocketed the cost of construe ion

substantially. Andrew Moylan, in a study for the NaUonal: Umon
Foundation, found that such costs were 60% higher a decade after the y

loaded era got cranking around 1990. Noting that the cost of materials such

as iron and steel had remained relatively stable in that period Moylan opined

that the probable reason for the sharp mcrease in the price of a new stadium

was the proliferation of luxury suites, in-stadrum restaurants and ba* dos*-

to-the-action "club-level" seating, and j>ther features that by 2000 had

become de rigueur in the spectating life.
Moylan also found, in his study of 53 stadiums and arenas bu.lt for NF ,

MLB, and NBA teams between 1990 and 2004, that sta turns t a were

constructed with 50% or more in taxpayer subsidies were $65
expensive on average than those constructed with less than 50 /o in subsid .
Why'Well, cost-containment incentives tend to be stricter when one payer

shoulders the cost himself rather than passing it along to a third party

Interestingly, the most expensive stadiums were not those w.th 100 /o public

financing but, rather, those whose public share of the bill came tc, between

60% and 79.9%, Moylan theorizes that government officials seek to m

mfee public outrage" over cost overruns and astronomical corporate we fate

packages, but the soothmg sound of a "public-private partnership will lull
"uornvX the numbers thrown around in stadium debates may well under¬

state the true cost to taxpayer, Judith Gtant Long, a professor of Urban

Plaiuiing and Policy Development at Rutgers, writes m the Journal of S *,,

Economic that "most existing estimates of public subsidies for sports faclmes

are significantly underestimated.
Undertaking the admittedly "cumbersome data-collection proce

entailed in assessing the actual scope of such subsidies, Professor Long four,

that land and infrastructure improvement costs are typica y omi e

these calculations, as are the costs of municipal services, capital improve¬

ments, and foregone property taxes. Examining the 99 major league spo
fairies i„ use over the course of 2001. Long pegged the unreported public
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subsidies at $5 billion, or an average of $50 million per facility. Broken down

by sport, the average public subsidy of a MLB park was $53 million Thus,

the actual public subsidy of ballparks in 2001 was not the $165 million

reported by industry sources, but rather $218 million. The underreported

public subsidies for the other three major sports were $53 million for an

NBA arena, $46 million for an NHL arena, and $41 million for an NFL
stadium.27

Adding m these stealth subsidies makes even clearer just how

government-dependent the major league sports industry is. While industry

sources assert that 56% of the cost of the average new sports facility is

government-subsidized, Long notes that "my findings show that after adjust¬

ing for omitted subsidies, the average public share is 79% — an increase of

23 percentage points."28

The pace of construction has reached a sprint today, certainly m compari¬

son with the leisurely stroll of the 1970s, when several of the most charmless

multipurpose cookie-cutters were built, almost always with a heavy or even

exclusive public financmg component. And yet, when polled, the American

people profess to oppose giveaways to the Jerry Joneses and Dan Snyders of

the sports world. Public opinion surveys have shown that up to 80% of those

responding are against the use of taxpayer money to construct stadiums or

ballparks for major league teams.29

Why do cities subsidize stadiums? Largely due to the "widespread belief

that sports facilities are an engine of local economic development" — a view

wildly out of tune with reality, as virtually every economist who has ever

studied the matter has concluded.30

So why not just give a team a cash subsidy rather than build a stadium? As

John Siegfried and Andrew Zimbalist answered this hypothetical in the Journal

of Economic Perspectives, the reasons are legion. Building a stadium gives the politi-

cos carrots to distribute to unions, contractors, and other influential parties.

It enables a city to tie a team thereto through a long-term (if often loophole-

ridden) lease. By putting the subsidy into material form as a stadium, it dis¬

courages other subsidy-seekers from pressing their claims. And it deflects

criticism over corporate welfare, for "direct cash subsidies delivered from gov¬

ernment to wealthy team owners in full view of voters are unhealthy for local

politicians."31 Flat-out cash giveaways send out a very bad vibe to voters.

Let us rephrase the question. Why do politicians succumb so easily to the

meretricious lures of the subsidy seekers? For one thing, they are politicians,

whose job is to spend other peoples money. If they can bask in reflected

glory, all the better. When Coleman Young, Detroit mayor, began speaking
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of a downtown domed stadium in the 1980s, a city councilman said, I think

what Coleman Young is looking for is a stadium named Coleman A. Young
Stadium."32 Politicians want credit for constructing stadiums and arenas,

attracting or keeping professional sports teams, but they dont want the

blame for tax increases. So the best of all possible worlds is for the voters to

tax themselves via referendum — or the owner to build it himself.

But beyond that, stadiums are the kind of big, sexy, gaudy public-works

projects that grab headlines and dominate skylines and enhance a city's repu¬
tation as "World Class" or "First Class" or "Major League" or whichever

boosterish adjective is being currently applied.
"Do we really want to be like Louisville?" asked a Cincinnati politician

trying to explain why he supported taxpayer subsidies to build new stadiums
for the Reds and the Bengals.33 The price of not descending to such horrific

status was $540 million. How much better, though, is Cincinnati s national

image, associated as it is with the perennially bad and often thuggish Bengals,

than that of Louisville, most famous for hosting the Kentucky Derby at

Churchill Downs, which was not built by levies on the taxpayers of the city

and state but rather by the sale of 320 membership subscriptions at $100

each in 1875 by Col. M. Lewis Clark?

Enough Empirical Evidence to Fill Yankee Stadium?

Economists are not noted for singing harmony on many issues, but on the

public subsidies for sports facilities question, at least, they are in near-una¬

nimity. When economists Dennis Coates of the University of Maryland and

Brad R. Humphreys of the University of Alberta in Canada undertook to

answer for Econ Journal Watch the question, Do Economists Reach a

Conclusion on Subsidies for Sports Franchises, Stadiums, and Mega-Events?"

the overwhelming evidence pointed to Yes. In fact, as they note, in 2005

RobertWhaples had surveyed a random sample of members of the American

Economic Association, asking for agreement or disagreement with the state¬

ment "Local and state governments in the U.S. should eliminate subsidies to

professional sports franchises."

Fifty-eight percent answered "strongly agree," 28% agreed, 10% were

neutral, and a paltry 5% disagreed — perhaps just to be disagreeable, for this

"exceptional consensus" featured the highest strongly agree percentage of

any of the twenty policy questions on which Whaples polled the

membership.34
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"The clear consensus among academic economists," write Coates and

Humphreys, "is that professional sports franchises and facilities generate no
'tangible' economic impacts in terms of income or job creation and are not,

therefore, powerful instruments for fostering local economic development."

We have over 20 years of such research on this subject, and the findings are
"strikingly consistent" in asserting "almost no evidence that professional

sports franchises and facilities have a measurable impact on the economy."35

As Mark Rosentraub found when measuring the contribution of sports to

the economy of Arlington, Texas — hardly a blue-collar smokestack town

— "manufacturing is substantially more important than the entertainment,

sports-related, and restaurant businesses combined." He said, "Sports teams

are small to medium-sized businesses, and even in those areas with several

teams, the professional team sports component of an economy never accounts

for as much as 1% of the jobs or 1% of the payrolls in that county."36

Or as economist Roger Noll of Stanford says, "Opening a branch of

Macy s has a greater economic impact" than opening a new ballpark or sta¬

dium.37 And Macy's doesn't ask the host city to build a store for them.

Also unlike Macy's, a football stadium is used 10 days a year — 12 if the

team is exceptionally good. A baseball stadium is used for 80 days — 90 if

the team is of World Series caliber. And in the case of arenas, the justification

for public subsidy is even weaker. "With arenas," Andrew Zimbalist says, "as

opposed to outdoor football stadiums, you ought to be able to get much

more private financing. The basketball team alone gives you 41 dates, and

that's even if [an NHL team doesn't] come. A football stadium gives you ten

dates, and there's not much else you can do there to create revenue except

maybe have Billy Graham come and speak, or Bruce Springsteen give a con¬

cert." Madison Square Garden, the privately owned multipurpose arena in
Manhattan, hosts upwards of 275 events per year.38

You could probably fill a good-sized display shelf at Macy's with the
research on the benefits, or lack thereof, of publicly funded sports venues.

Consider these studies (proponents of stadium subsidies sure don't).

In 2004, economists Coates and Humphreys warned that "Our own

research suggests that professional sports may actually be a drain on local
economies rather than an engine of economic growth."

Their research encompassed each of the 37 cities that hosted a MLB,

football, or basketball team between 1969 and 1996. They found, among
other things, that:

- "The presence of pro sports teams" in those 37 cities "had no measurable

positive impact on the overall growth rate of real per capita income in
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those areas." In fact, it had a "statistically significant negative impact" on per

capita income. [My emphasis]
— The presence of major league teams had a statistically significant negative

impact on the retail and service sectors of the local economy. The net loss

of jobs in the service sector averaged 1,924. While the presence of these

teams did boost "wages in the hotels and other lodgings sector by about

$10 per year," it decreased "wages per worker in eating and drinking estab¬

lishments by about $162 per year."
- The employment sector that showed the largest average increase due to the

presence of major league teams was the amusements and recreation field,

whose increase of $490 per year is due to the often astronomical salaries

of the athletes themselves, which have something of a distortive effect.

Remove the handful of athletes and the increase virtually disappears.

Looking specifically at baseball, Coates and Humphreys found that

bunters weren't the only ones to sacrifice when Americas Game came to

town. For "on average, professional baseball lowered the earnings of workers

in eating and drinking establishments by about $144 per employee per year.

Baseball also lowered the per employee annual earnings of workers in the

hotel and lodging sector by about $38 and, starkly, it reduced average annual

earnings in the amusements and recreation field — and recall, this includes

the huge salaries of the players themselves -— by $503.39
Clearly, note the authors, there is a substitution effect at work here.

Dollars spent on baseball are dollars not spent in local bars or nightclubs or

in bowling alleys or even, perhaps, at the opera. This is, of course, consistent

with decades of research in sports economics, and yet as familiar as these

findings are to economists, they never seem to penetrate either the local

newspapers, which almost mvanably flack for new stadiums, or the Chamber

of Commerce booster set, which is gung-ho to proclaim their particular city
"major league."

As Mark S. Rosentraub and David Swindell note, a baseball team can

increase economic activity in four ways: (I) by attracting recreational spend¬

ing away from other geographical areas"; (2) by "deflect[ing] residents from

going elsewhere for baseball games or recreation"; (3) by bringing in visiting

teams, which use a city's hotels and bars and restaurants; and (4) if its pres¬

ence "actually increases aggregate spending," as consumers decrease savings or

increase their earnings in order to buy tickets and patronize the ballpark.

Other sources of economic growth, as Rosentraub and Swindell point out,

can be the construction necessary to build or improve the park, the creation

of permanent and seasonal jobs at the ballpark, and increased tax revenues.
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There is also the hard to quantify but undeniable psychic benefit of having

a team, which can enhance a community's reputation and draw its members

together. Civic pride is important to a place and its residents, but is it really

necessary to build a multibillion dollar stadium just to foster it?
(Steven A. Riess, after studying the effect that baseball stadiums in

New York City and Chicago had on the surroundmg area m the late nine¬

teenth and early twentieth centuries, concluded that "the fields did not have

much of an impact on an area's future other than a psychological one since

their influence on land uses and property values seldom extended more than

a couple of blocks from their entrance."41 So even in the days of the sub-$I

million stadium paid for entirely out of the pocket of an owner and his

associates, the economic benefits of a MLB park were strictly limited.)

The modern jobs tally is no more impressive. "The experience of a cross

section of cities in the United States durmg the past quarter century shows

scant evidence that professional sports create a significant number of new

jobs," write Robert A. Baade and Allen R. Sanderson.42

In an earlier study, Baade looked at the 36 metropolitan areas that had a

team in one of the four major professional sports — football, baseball, bas¬

ketball, or hockey — between 1958 and 1987, as well as 12 metropolitan

areas that had no teams in that period.

He found that in 30 of the 32 cities in which there was a change in the

number of professional sports teams, there was no significant relationship

between the presence of the teams and real, trend-adjusted, per capita per¬

sonal income growth." The two exceptions were Indianapolis, which had a

significantly positive relationship — though you will recall the limits of the

Indianapolis example from the previous chapter — and Baltimore, where the

relationship was significantly negative.
Nor was there a significant relationship between real, trend-adjusted, per

capita income growth, and the presence of a stadium in 27 of the 30 cities

in which the number of stadiums or arenas newer than 10 years old showed

a change. In the other three metropolitan areas (St. Louis, San Francisco/

Oakland, and Washington, DC), the relationship was negative. Baade specu¬

lates that in the cases of the Bay Area and the nation's capital, the contrast

was between the well-paid workforce of these affluent areas and the often

low-paying stadium jobs. Ushers, parking lot attendants, and concession-

stand cashiers do not make nearly the wages earned by, say, a San Francisco

architect or a Beltway lobbyist.43
In any case, Baade concludes that "public funding of professional sports

stadiums is not a sound civic economic investment." In fact, he muses that a
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sound development strategy might simply leave these 'development' funds in

the private economy. Private spending has spin-off benefits of its own, and

there is reason to believe that private individuals and businesses often make

better spending decisions in the private sector than public officials do in the

public sector."44

Baade and Richard F. Dye explored "The Impact of Stadiums and

Professional Sports on Metropolitan Area Development" in a paper in the

journal Growth and Change. Applying regression analysis to census data from
nine metropolitan areas with MLB or football teams — Cincinnati, Denver,

Detroit, Kansas City, New Orleans, Pittsburgh, San Diego, Seattle, and Tampa

Bay — Baade and Dye concluded that "the presence of a new or renovated

stadium has an uncertain impact on the levels of economic activity and pos¬

sibly a negative impact on local development relative to the region."45 Stadium

subsidies, they say, "might bias local development toward low-wage jobs."46

In fact, in four of the metropolitan areas under study (Cincinnati, Detroit,

Kansas City, and Tampa Bay), "stadium construction or renovation is signifi¬

cantly correlated with a reduction" of the area's share of regional income.

There was a significantly positive correlation in two areas, New Orleans and

Seattle. Besides the very small number of high-salaried jobs a football or

baseball team brings to a region — and those high-salaried jobs are almost

invariably held by athletes from outside the area — the presence of such

teams and the stadiums in which they perform tends to "divert economic

development toward labor-intensive, relatively unskilled labor (low-wage)

activities."47 (According to Vanderbilt University economist John Siegfried,

over 70% of NBA players live outside the metropolitan region in which they

play.48)
In their 2001 study of the economic impact of five strikes and lockouts

in the NFL and MLB, Coates and Humphreys found "that real income per

capital in metropolitan areas did not fall during work stoppages in profes¬

sional sports leagues, supporting the emerging consensus.. .that professional

sports has no tangible economic impact on local economies."49

This is a "consistent conclusion" of those who have studied the matter,

says Phillip A. Miller of the University of Missouri. Whether or not a city

has a major-league team is not a significant economic factor withm the

SMSA (standard metropolitan statistical area) and, in fact, a franchise "could

actually generate negative net benefits."50

Professor Miller, writing in the Journal of Urban Affairs, measured the effect

on employment in the St. Louis area construction industry during the erec¬

tion of the Trans World Dome and the Kiel Center. A construction boom is
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often proposed as one of the outstanding benefits of a new stadium, and one

that justified the expenditure of public funds thereon. True, these jobs are of

finite duration: once the palace of play is up, the jobs are done. But they pay

well; they are visible; and those who perform them are usually members of

influential labor unions. So there is considerable upside, in a politicians view
to "creating" such jobs from the public purse.

The Kiel Center was built primarily for the St. Louis Blues of the NHL.

Ground was broken for the Kiel Center (renamed the Scottrade Center, after

a local discount brokerage, in 2006) m March 1992; it opened in October

1994. The cost of $170 million was borne by a public-private partnership

mcluding the city of St. Louis (owner of the center) and local corporations,
which guaranteed $98 million in construction loans.

The $280 million Trans World Dome, the contemporaneous construction

project in St. Louis, was funded entirely by state and local governments. Built

between May 1993 and October 1995 and later renamed the Edward Jones

Dome, it had a very specific purpose: to provide a home for a new NFL

franchise after the St. Louis Cardinals had decamped to Phoenix. It worked:

the Los Angeles Rams moved to St. Louis for the 1995 season.

Professor Miller designed theoretical and econometric models to assess

construction employment in the St. Louis SMSA before and during the

period under which the Kiel Center and the Trans World Dome were under
construction.

"We find no evidence," he writes, "that construction industry employment

in the St. Louis SMSA was higher in the periods during which the Kiel
Center and the Trans World domes were being constructed."51

Millers conclusion? The statistical evidence, he says, "suggests that the

levels of employment in the construction industry were neither higher nor

lower during the construction of these stadia." Therefore, it seems that "con¬

struction on these projects merely substituted for other construction projects
in this SMSA."52

The jobs supposedly created by sports arena and stadium construction

appear to be a direct result of purchases not made in other sectors of the

economy. This is not new spending but reallocated spending. There is only

a net economic benefit if those workers employed on the stadium project

would have been otherwise unemployed."53 From Miller's study, this appears

not to be the case. These construction jobs were not so much created as they

were merely shifted from other projects that would have been pursued had

the Kiel Center and Trans World Dome not been built; they resulted "in no

new job creation in the construction industry."
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After his extensive study of the St. Louis experience, Miller declares: "the

net impact of stadium construction on construction employment and worker

incomes is zero."54

Likewise, economist Ian Hudson of the University of Manitoba in

Canada, in a paper for the Journal of Urban Affairs, created a model to isolate

the effect on a city's economy of gaining or losing a professional sports

franchise. His particular focus was on Winnipeg, which was engaged in an

ultimately losing fight to retain the Jets of the NHL from being part of the

(disastrous, in many ways) exodus of hockey teams from their native frozen

grounds in the Great White North to the Sunbelt in the USA.

Winnipeg's civic leaders insisted that retaining the Jets was crucial to the

city's image and prosperity. The Jets played their games in the Winnipeg
Arena, which had been built in 1955—1956 with $2.5 million in loans from

the city government of Winnipeg. The Arena became a storied hockey venue

over the next decades, but by the mid-1990s it did not suit the owners of the

Jets, who looked southward. City officials came up with a plan for a $100

million arena built with government funds; as a 1994 city position paper
declared, "It has become apparent that North American communities with

any prospect of becoming or remaining first tier will require a first-class

sports, entertainment, and convention facility. Winnipeg now has that

opportunity."

But the opportunity passed. The Jets moved to Phoenix. And Professor

Hudson, writing from the province deserted by the Jets, concluded from his

economic model that "the number of sports teams in a city has no statistical

relationship to changes in employment. 55 Subsidization of a hockey arena

makes no economic sense; the only possible argument therefore is that some¬

how the presence of a team has intangible psychic benefits in that it confers

the "first tier" status desired by the makers of Winnipeg s argument for a new

arena. (The reborn Jets of 2011—2012 played in the MTS Centre, built by the

private True North Sports and Entertainment Limited, which owns the Jets.)

"Projected construction costs chronically are underestimated," concluded

Dean V Baim in The Sports Stadium as a Municipal Investment.56 Most spectacular,

of course, was the Superdome m New Orleans. And there is no evidence that

government subsidies trickle down to the fan in the bleachers. As Baim notes,

subsidies are, for the most part, "in the area of construction costs and pro¬

perty taxes on the stadium," which are "fixed costs, so little if any of the

subsidy will be passed on to the fan." The income transfer is perverse

that is, from the middle-class taxpayer to the wealthy team owner and well-

paid players.57
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And then there are the subsidies seldom included in the dollar estimates:

public construction of highways and off ramps and access roads, sweetheart

rents, exemptions from taxes which are levied on other entertainment

businesses.

"A precise rendering of the economic costs and benefits conferred by stadiums

may make 'not in my backyard' a rational neighborhood response to those who
seek a home for a professional sports team," argues Robert A. Baade.58The jobs

and growth assertion adduced in support of public aid to such entities simply

does not wash.

Bearing his torch of truth and light into the darkened corners in which

stadium deals are made, Baade has time and again found and revealed that

professional sports teams and the stadiums in which they play have no
"significant impact on a region's economic growth." He has studied the mat¬

ter from every angle, every spot on the field, and every vantage point from

home plate to the end zone. Always he is forced to conclude that "the history
of sports stadiums is indeed 'written in red ink.'"59

And that ink flows out of town, too. In "The Economic Impact of

Sports Teams and Facilities," Roger G. Noll and Andrew Zimbalist point out

that a majority of a team's gross revenue in all professional sports "goes to

athletes" — so much for the players' union stereotype that these are exploited

workers — while much of the rest "goes to owners, executives, on-field

managers and coaches, and scouts."60 Given that few of these persons

reside full-time in the host city, a considerable portion of this revenue leaves

the area.

The majority of spending (55—60%) by major league teams in the four
primary professional sports is dedicated to salaries for players, who, by and
large, seldom are full-time residents of the host city.61 Most of this income

is then spent or invested in cities other than those that had provided the

direct subsidy of stadium or ballpark construction. The payroll monies that

remain within the community are the relative pittance that go toward the

usual part-time and seasonal employment provided by these teams: ushers,

concession stand workers, and maintenance people.

Of course one person always, and without exception, benefits from a sub¬

sidized stadium: the owner of the franchise. A new venue provides "substan¬

tial short-term returns to team owners," writes Craig A. Depken II of the

Department of Economics of the University of Texas at Arlington in the

pages of Public Finance and Management.62

Professor Depken studied the effect of new stadiums on baseball team

finances. His sample included the 15 ballparks that opened between 1990

and 2003, or right in the middle of the golden age of the single-purpose,
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retro-tinged ballpark era. Thirteen of the 15 were built with primarily public

monies: Tampa Bay (100% public), Chicago White Sox (100%), Baltimore
(96%), Arlington (Texas Rangers) (71%), Cleveland (88%), Denver (75%),
Phoenix (Arizona Diamondbacks) (68%), Seattle (a devilish 66.66%),
Houston (68%), Milwaukee (77.5%), Pittsburgh (100%), and Cincinnati
(86.15%). The other three parks were built in Detroit (38% public
financing), San Francisco (3.92%), and Atlanta (0%; it was built for the

1996 Olympics).
Previous studies have suggested that the novelty effect of a new stadium

wears off m anywhere from three to five years, which is perhaps why owners

quickly grow tired of aging stadiums and ask for new toys. Depken con¬

cluded from his study that, indeed, profits soar in the early years of a fresh

ballpark: "The additional profit to a team owner averaged in excess of seven

million dollars during each of the first five years of a new baseball stadium."63

If you can get a public entity to build the stadium for you, as the vast major¬

ity of owners do, then public expenditures feed private wealth. Especially

during the honeymoon.
But those profits don't seep down to the people in the neighborhood.

A 2006 study of "The Impact of Stadium Announcements on Residential

Property Values" in the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex refuted the claim, made

on occasion by stadium boosters, that residents of the city fortunate enough

to host a major-league sports palace experience dramatic increases in prop¬

erty values. Economists Craig A. Depken II and Michael R. Ward of the

University of Texas-Arlington and Carolyn A. Dehring of the Department

of Insurance, Legal Studies, and Real Estate of the University of Georgia

investigated the effect of five separate announcements by the Dallas Cowboys

about sites that they were considering for their new stadium. Two concerned

Fair Park, the neighborhood in which the Cowboys played in the Cotton

Bowl before moving to suburban Irving in the early 1970s, and the other

three concerned Arlington, which eventually won the dubious battle to

bring the Cowboys to play in Cowboys Stadium beginning in 2009.

Their finding: the "aggregated expected city amenity effect [that is, the

effect on property values in the affected area by such an announcement] and

local sales tax burden associated with the proposal to build a publicly subsi¬

dized stadium for the Dallas Cowboys in Arlington, Texas, reduced residen¬

tial property values."64

Cowboys Stadium was a good deal for Jerry Jones, no doubt but not

for his new neighbors.
The recent movement of stadiums back downtown, often as part of a

general urban redevelopment plan, has failed to bear profitable fruit, as
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Robert A. Baade notes in Home Field Advantage? Does the Metropolis or

Neighborhood Derive Benefit from a Professional Sports Stadium?" Baade,

dean of economic studies of the sporting life, writes that the experience of i

American cities strongly disputes the claim that professional sports teams

and stadiums provide an economic boost for metropolises." After all, a

stadium^does not resemble the corner grocery, where the owners live above

the store."65 Their wages flee the neighborhood, and often city, with the speed

of a fleet halfback pulling away from a corpulent lineman.

Moreover, the newer stadiums are remarkably self-contamed entities

wherein one can not only see a game but buy a hat, a hot dog, a beer, sushi,

an umbrella, a foam Were Number One finger, and anything else the fans

heart desires. Parking lots cut ballparks off from the surrounding neighbor¬

hoods, from shops selling t-shirts, from hot-dog vendors, and from small

entrepreneurs. If you want a hot dog, you're going to pay $5 to the conces¬

sionaire inside the stadium. The days of street vendors and entrepreneurs

hawking wares outside a stadium are as dead as old Tiger Stadium. This is

especially true at Wrigley Field, whose constricted concourses limit the num¬

ber of in-house vendors. To discourage enterprising folks from making a

buck from selling food and t-shirts outside the baUpark, the Cubs are waging

war on street vendors for "public safety" reasons — which is true if "public

safety" is a synonym for "the Cubs' bottom line."

The infrequency with which football stadiums are used — ten games a

year for an NFL team if one counts the two exhibition games; and at best, a

playoff game or two on occasion — dampens any impact on the neighboring

area. The practice m the 1960s and 1970s of locating such stadiums in the

suburbs — think the New England Patriots in Foxboro, Massachusetts, and

the Buffalo Bills in Orchard Park, New York — also limits their effect. As

real-estate analyst John C. Melamphy writes in "The Impact of Stadiums

and Arenas," a pro football "facility m a remote location surrounded by a sea

of parkmg with only ten games a year will have very little impact on the com¬

munity other than image and pride."66 (Melaniphy does note that one indus¬

try battens on the presence of a stadium, particularly in residential areas.

Writing of the region around Wrigley Field in Chicago, he notes, "Illegal

parkers during the baseball season are the towing company's bread and but¬
ter. One mans parkmg ticket is another man's meal ticket..

And it is not even as if moving a team to a new venue will give it a jolt.

The owner who picks up his marbles and takes them to a new city may well

find a newly enthusiastic fan base, but his team is likely to suffer on the field,

court, or ice, as players struggle to assert a homefield advantage in a new
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place Yet what of the team that remams in a city but moves to a different

playing facility? Is it any better off? Richard Pollard, professor of Statistics
at California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo, discovere ,

"Home advantage during the first season in a new stadium after the move was

significantly less than home advantage in final season in the old stadium.

Writing in the Journal of Sports Sciences, PoUard surveyed the growing literature

on the factors that contribute to a winning team, which mclude the e e-

ments of the popularly believed "home advantage": crowd noise, travel,

familiarity with the playing field or surface, even the intimidationfactor

against referees. These are "physical, sensory, and psychological, says

Pollard68 Players at home understand the subtleties of lighting, the

of wind and sun, and such idiosyncrasies as the way the bounce of a ball

might be the product of local conditions. Presumably, the homefield advan¬

tage, while it would not disappear as the result of a move — the visiting

team still suffers from the effects of travel and the referees mil be suscep¬

tible to home-crowd pressure — will lessen, as players may take a consider¬

able while to adjust to a new park or arena, even if it is located next door

to the ruins of the old one.
To test this hypothesis, Pollard studied the 37 MLB, basketball and

hockey teams which switched venues (but not cities) between October l^/

and April 2001. He did not include football teams, since the number of

games is too small to be relied upon, nor did he mclude teams that changed
cities or switched to or from a dome to an open-air stadium.

The results were statistically significant. Of the 37 teams, 26 experienced

a decreased home advantage in their new digs; ten experienced an increase,

and one was a wash. The reduction was most dramatic in hockey, where the

home ice advantage declined by a whopping 43.9% when a team skated into

a new arena. Familiarity, it seems, breeds not contempt but sporting success.

The price of a new baUpark or arena cannot be measured only in taxpayer

dollars but, in most cases, losses on the field, court, or ice.69

Finally, if building baUparks for major league teams is a bad investment

for taxpayers, so is publicly subsidizing minor-league parks. The authors col¬

lected in Minor League Baseball ani Local Economic Development are in concord on

this point. As editor Arthur T. Johnson writes, "In nearly all cases, the eco¬

nomic impact of a minor league team will be minimal, given attendance

levels, payroU size, number of employees, media mterest, and other factors

Any claim by fervent boosters that a new taxpayer-purchased stadium for the

local boys of summer will shower riches from the sky upon the infield should

be regarded with extreme skepticism. A minor league baseball team may
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Robert A. Baade notes in "Home Field Advantage? Does the Metropolis or

Neighborhood Derive Benefit from a Professional Sports Stadium?" Baade

dean of economic studies of the sporting life, writes that the experience of

American cities strongly disputes the claim that professional sports teams

and stadiums provide an economic boost for metropolises." After all a

stadium does not resemble the corner grocery, where the owners live above

the store."65 Their wages flee the neighborhood, and often city, with the speed
of a fleet halfback pulling away from a corpulent lineman.

Moreover, the newer stadiums are remarkably self-contained entities

wherein one can not only see a game but buy a hat, a hot dog, a beer, sushi,

an umbrella, a foam We're Number One finger, and anything else the fan's

heart desires. Parking lots cut ballparks off from the surrounding neighbor¬

hoods, from shops selling t-shirts, from hot-dog vendors, and from small

entrepreneurs. If you want a hot dog, you're going to pay $5 to the conces¬

sionaire inside the stadium. The days of street vendors and entrepreneurs

hawking wares outside a stadium are as dead as old Tiger Stadium. This is

especially true at Wrigley Field, whose constricted concourses limit the num¬

ber of m-house vendors. To discourage enterprising folks from making a

buck from selling food and t-shirts outside the baUpark, the Cubs are waging

war on street vendors for "public safety" reasons — which is true if "public

safety" is a synonym for "the Cubs' bottom line."

The mfrequency with which football stadiums are used — ten games a

year for an NFL team if one counts the two exhibition games; and at best, a

playoff game or two on occasion — dampens any impact on the neighboring

area. The practice in the 1960s and 1970s of locating such stadiums in the

suburbs — thmk the New England Patriots in Foxboro, Massachusetts, and

the Buffalo Bills in Orchard Park, New York — also limits their effect. As

real-estate analyst John C. Melamphy writes in "The Impact of Stadiums

and Arenas, a pro football 'facility in a remote location surrounded by a sea

of parking with only ten games a year will have very little impact on the com¬

munity other than image and pride."66 (Melaniphy does note that one indus¬

try battens on the presence of a stadium, particularly in residential areas.

Wntmg of the region around Wrigley Field in Chicago, he notes, "Illegal

parkers during the baseball season are the towing company's bread and but¬

ter. One mans parking ticket is another man's meal ticket...)

And it is not even as if moving a team to a new venue will give it a jolt.

The owner who picks up his marbles and takes them to a new city may well

find a newly enthusiastic fan base, but his team is likely to suffer on the field,

court, or ice, as players struggle to assert a homefield advantage in a new
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place. Yet what of the team that remains in a city but moves to a different

playing facility? Is it any better off? Richard Pollard, professor of Statistics

at California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo, discovered,

"Home advantage durmg the first season in a new stadium after the move was

significantly less than home advantage in final season in the old stadium.

Writing in the Journal of Sports Sciences, Pollard surveyed the growing literature

on the factors that contribute to a winning team, which include the ele¬

ments of the popularly believed "home advantage": crowd noise, travel,

familiarity with the playing field or surface, even the intimidation factor

against referees. These are "physical, sensory, and psychological, says

Pollard.68 Players at home understand the subtleties of lighting, the effects

of wind and sun, and such idiosyncrasies as the way the bounce of a ball

might be the product of local conditions. Presumably, the homefield advan¬

tage, while it would not disappear as the result of a move — the visiting

team still suffers from the effects of travel and the referees will be suscep¬

tible to home-crowd pressure — will lessen, as players may take a consider¬

able while to adjust to a new park or arena, even if it is located next door

to the ruins of the old one.

To test this hypothesis, Pollard studied the 37 MLB, basketball, and

hockey teams which switched venues (but not cities) between October 1987

and April 2001. He did not mclude football teams, since the number of

games is too small to be relied upon, nor did he mclude teams that changed

cities or switched to or from a dome to an open-air stadium.

The results were statistically significant. Of the 37 teams, 26 experienced

a decreased home advantage in their new digs; ten experienced an increase,

and one was a wash. The reduction was most dramatic in hockey, where the

home ice advantage declined by a whoppmg 43.9% when a team skated into
a new arena. Familiarity, it seems, breeds not contempt but sporting success.

The price of a new ballpark or arena cannot be measured only in taxpayer

dollars but, in most cases, losses on the field, court, or ice.69

Finally, if building ballparks for major league teams is a bad investment

for taxpayers, so is publicly subsidizing minor-league parks. The authors col¬

lected in Minor League Baseball and Local Economic Development are in concord on

this point. As editor Arthur T. Johnson writes, "In nearly all cases, the eco¬

nomic impact of a minor league team will be minimal, given attendance

levels, payroll size, number of employees, media interest, and other factors.

Any claim by fervent boosters that a new taxpayer-purchased stadium for the

local boys of summer will shower riches from the sky upon the infield should

be regarded with extreme skepticism. A minor league baseball team may
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enrich a community in many ways, by either broadening entertainment

options or providing a place for the generations to gather in good spirits to

watch the great American game, but the economic benefits of the team will
be, at best, modest.

"If new development is the goal," Johnson continues, "more is needed

than building a stadium in the middle of a corn field and waiting for busi¬

nesses to grow around it."71 If you build it, they will come? No, more like if

you build it, they will pay through the nose for it via taxes.

Minor case in point: Mark S. Rosentraub and David Swindell, writing in

Economic Development Quarterly, analyzed the cost—benefit calculations that

figured into the decision of the city leaders of Fort Wayne, Indiana, to refuse
to offer "substantial inducements" in order to gain a minor league baseball

team.72 The situation was this: Fort Wayne, home to a quarter-million people

and the second-largest city in Indiana, seemed a natural fit for the Midwest

League, one of the premier Class A baseball leagues. In 1989, a Fort Wayne-

based set of investors bought the Midwest Leagues WausauTimbers, with an

eye toward moving the team to Fort Wayne for the 1990 season. The only

problem was that Fort Wayne lacked a baseball stadium that met professional

standards. An existing facility could be upgraded, but at the cost of $1.95

million. The city offered the new owners a partial subsidy: a 15-year 6.48%

loan for $1.2 million. The rest of the cost would have to be absorbed by the

owners. The city would waive rental payments and maintain the stadium.

The owners were unable to raise the additional $750,000 or find private

sources to guarantee the loan, so the deal collapsed. They sold the team.

Rosentraub and Swindell ask: Did the city fathers and mothers make the

right call? Should they have offered to "build the stadium for the Timbers

and absorb all the costs of providing a playing facility"?73

Using data from other Midwest League teams, they reckoned the substitu¬

tion effects and real growth impact that such teams have on the local econo¬

mies. After all, dollars spent on baseball tickets and hot dogs and beer may

simply have been shifted from other expenditures within a local economy

— say, on economics texts or strip joints or rap concerts or martini bars.

Cracks Vanderbilt University economist John Siegfried: "What are people

going to do with their money if they don't spend it on the Red Sox, flush it

down the toilet? No, they'll spend it on something else: books, maybe, or

bowling, things that Boston would benefit just as much from."74

For Fort Wayne, the activity stirred by the presence of a minor league team

would not have been worth subsidizing the cost of the stadium, found the

authors. The $1.95 million cost to the city would have amounted to "a very
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large fiscal loss" that would not have been made up by projected economic

growth. In sum, "even optimistic measures of their income would not sustain

the costs of operation of team, renovation of the stadium, and any return on

the investment." This is true throughout minor league baseball, the authors

note. On "purely economic grounds," subsidizing minor league stadiums is a

bad deal. So "Fort Wayne's decision not to finance the stadium was

correct."75

But there is a footnote: Fort Wayne's city leaders, having made the

economically wise decision in 1989, turned around in 1993 and built

Memorial Stadium for the Midwest League's Fort Wayne Wizards, who had

relocated from Kenosha, Wisconsin. In 2009, Memorial Stadium was demol¬

ished, and the Wizards — now renamed the Fort Wayne TinCaps, after

Johnny Appleseed's headgear — moved into Parkview Field, a $30 million

facility, $25 million of which the city of Fort Wayne paid in order to provide

a home for the TinCaps, who are owned by an Atlanta outfit called Hardball

Capital. Drew Stone, writing in the Fort Wayne News-Sentinel, notes that the

$2 million demolition of Memorial Stadium "hasn't pleased residents who

wonder why a 16-year-old facility should be replaced and why the city is

spending tens of millions of dollars on the new stadium, which is part of

a downtown development project which also includes condominiums, a hotel,

and a parking garage.76
A good question — and one that Fort Wayne's city leaders answered cor¬

rectly back in the 1980s.

Tax That Fellow Behind the Tree!

In recent years, the old reliable of bond issuances has been joined by the

allegedly painless hotel tax as the most common way of publicly subsidizing

stadium construction. The hotel tax, it is asserted, doesnt really hurt locals,

since those being taxed are presumably out-of-towners who dont even know

they're being fleeced. It is consistent with the late Louisiana Senator Russell

Long's ditty about the preferred method of revenue raising: Dont tax you/

Don't tax me/Tax that fellow behind the tree."

But as Victor A. Matheson of the College of the Holy Cross and Robert

A. Baade of Lake Forest College conclude from their examination of the

financing methods of 20 NFL stadiums built between 1992 and 2006, while
the prospect of taxing outsiders via hotel and rental car levies may have a
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surface appeal, the benefits of these taxes are not nearly so clear."77 A sub¬

stantial percentage of car renters are locals, for one thmg. And is there evi¬

dence, ask Matheson and Baade, that those who rent cars after experiencing

accidents are disproportionately sports fans? Moreover, a tax on transients

only shifts the burden to outsiders if the city in question is the only city

imposing such a tax. But as such taxes become widespread in major-league

cities, then traveling football fans are subsidizing via hotel taxes other teams,
if not their own.

Nevertheless, the frequency of cities imposing rental car taxes to fund

stadiums tripled from the 1990s through the first decades of the twenty-first

century, and hotel taxes are now so common as to be virtually the default

method of subsidization.78

Matheson and Baade say that the "least inequitable" method by which a

professional team might be subsidized would consist of a combination of

fan consumption taxes, personal seat licenses, ticket surcharges, and perhaps
"a small tax increase spread over a city's population."79 In other words, require

those who consume the product to pay for it. But given the fact that those

consumers are usually the loudest voices within a community favoring sub¬

sidy they are unlikely to advocate taxing themselves for their pleasures. Far
better to tax the non-fan.

Government stadium builders have a multitude of taxes in their bag of tricks.

Besides hotel guests, they tax car rentals, restaurant food, alcohol and tobacco,

the wages of professional players, casinos, cable television bills.. .the list is lim¬

ited only by the imagination and the brazenness of the taxers — and, on those

occasions when the populace has a say, by the willingness of the voters.

The greater the public say, the less likely a stadium will rely on sales taxes

for revenue. For the sales tax affects any consumer in the designated city,

county, or state. Far better to lay the tax upon a wayfaring stranger, an inno¬

cent (or not-so-mnocent) who happens to book a weekend room at the

downtown Holiday Inn in order to enjoy a towns nightlife or museums or to

transact business. And if he happens to rent a car in order to see the sights

or make his meeting, so much the better. The best feature of the taxed trav¬

eler is this: he doesn't vote in local elections.

Mayya M. Komisarchik and Aju J. Fenn note that while almost 60% of

referenda on using public monies to construct stadiums or arenas were

defeated in the years 1974-1996, a whopping 84% (21 of 25) were passed
in the decade of 1995—2005. Moreover, although "[rjeferendum proposi¬

tions for PNC Park [Pittsburgh], Safeco Field [Seattle], Soldier Field renova¬

tions [Chicago], and a Charlotte Arts Arena package were defeated.. .in each
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case a special legislative session, city council vote or independent agreement

between the team franchise and the municipality circumvented existing

obstacles and provided for stadium construction."80 If at first they don't suc¬

ceed, they change the rules of the game.

Anti-stadium subsidy coalitions range "from social-justice activists who

advocate spending public money on schools instead of stadiums to foes of

any government spending whatsoever," write Neil deMause and Joanna

Cagan.81 They may disagree on what they stand for, but they know what they

don't stand for: the coerced transfer of wealth from those who pay the taxes,

often on hotel stays and car rentals and general sales, to the corporate-

welfare-seeking sports entities that benefit from such subsidies.

Yet even the doughtiest of anti-stadium activists and organizations are

often overwhelmed. Chimes in Veronica Z. Kalich of Baldwin-Wallace

College, "In no other industry is there such a clear case of the ineffectiveness

of taxpayer resistance."82 It is not entirely hopeless — resistance is not quite

futile — but the odds are stacked against the underdog taxpayers.

"I believe the citizens should have a say in this issue," declared Chandler,

Arizona, mayor JayTibshraeny in 1995 in reference to a referendum in which

Chandlerites were to vote on renovations to a spring training facility for the

Milwaukee Brewers. The mayor helpfully explained, "If the voters pass this,
we'll move forward. If the voters don't pass this, we'll still move forward."83

Heads he wins, tails you lose.

In his examination of direct democracy and stadium funding, Rodney

Fort, Professor of Economics at Washington State University, found that in

the 29 yes—no popular votes he studied, stretching from 1974 to 1996 and

mcluding the cities of Arlington (TX), Baltimore, Charlotte, Cincinnati,

Cleveland, Denver, Detroit, Nashville, San Antonio, San Francisco, Chicago,

Colorado Springs, Durham, Miami, Milwaukee, (state of) New Jersey,

Oklahoma City, San Jose, (county of) Santa Clara, and Seattle, a few general

rules seemed to apply. "Excise taxes were always approved, whereas utility

taxes and a sports lottery were never approved."84

The votes were usually close; more than half had yes votes in the range of

45—55%. But it is tough to fight the combined forces of city hall, the

Chamber of Commerce, and the local pro sports celebrities — especially

when you are routinely outspent by 40 or 50 to I.

Of course there are alternatives to taxes, and some do not even involve the

owner digging into his personal wealth. The "personal seat license," or PSL,

is a creative way to require ticket holders themselves to pay part of the cost

of the venue. By paying the PSL fee, which ranges from a few hundred dollars
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to several thousand dollars, the fan reserves a particular seat for a specified

number of seasons. He or she then must also purchase a season ticket. So tl

PSL is simply an additional payment on top of the cost of season tickets; in

the case of subsidized stadiums, it adds insult to injury, though at least
burdens those who actually use the stadium.

New parks have luxury suites, restaurants, bars, apartments and hotel

rooms, concessions that are something more than hot dogs and a coke, park¬

ing, club boxes, and other accouterments that would astonish a Yankees fan

of the 1920s — or even the 1970s. These ballparks employ new construc¬

tion technology to "maximize opportunities for revenue generation from

luxury suites, club boxes, concessions, catering, signage, parking, advertising,

and theme activities," writes Andrew Zimbalist.85 This has enabled smaller

cities in the South — Jacksonville, Charlotte, Nashville, Memphis   to i

enter the big leagues, in some cases luring teams from much larger cities (the !

Tennessee Titans from the Houston Oilers) or outcompetmg bigger cities for

new franchises. But as Zimbalist notes, this expansion of the number of

economically viable cities also expands the "imbalance between supply of

and demand for sports franchises."86 As a result, team owners have a deeper

pool of team-less cities to which they can threaten to move if the current

host city doesn't cough up enough lucre to keep them moored.

Surprisingly, as Komisarchik and J. Fenn explain in detail, stadium and

arena capacities have not grown in proportion to construction costs.

Comparing pre- and post-1995 venues, they write, "Major League Baseball

stadiums built before 1995 could seat an average of 45,368 people, while

more recent ballparks seat an average of 44,419 people. The average capacity

of older NBA arenas is 19,652 patrons, while new NBA arenas seat 19,159.

Old NHL arenas have an average capacity of 18,244, and modern of 18,381.
Finally, seasoned football fields hold 71,162, whereas new stadiums house 1

only 70,563 fans." While projected capacities for sites on the drawing board

are somewhat higher for the NFL, the obvious fact is that stadiums and arenas

are not getting bigger, although they are getting more expensive. Komisarchik
and Fenn calculate that in real dollars, the average construction cost of an

MLB stadium was $187 million before 1995 and $389 million from 1995
to 2009; comparable figures for the NFL are $182 million pre-1995 and

$365 million post-1995; and for an NBA arena, construction costs rocketed

from $177 million real dollars before 1995 to $316 million post-1995. The

anomaly m the study was the NHL, whose average arena cost in real dollars
actually fell from $217 million pre-1995 to $205 million post-1995.87
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The slightly smaller capacities may be explained in part by the emphasis

on luxury seating over standard squeeze-your-butt-into-the-chair seating,

and, in baseball, by a desire to capture the retro feel of intimate parks like

Fenway.

In some cases, authentic old parks were demolished to make room for faux

old parks. Tiger Stadium and Comiskey Park, venerable redoubts of base¬

balls heyday, were both consigned to the junk heap even though ardent fans

tried to save them. After losing a battle to save his beloved park, Frank Rashid

of the Tiger Stadium Fan Club learned this lesson, as he told deMause and

Cagan: "The local politicians, particularly the mayor and the county execu¬

tive, know that they get far more mileage out of having a big new project than

out of a renovation. They have the ability to say who gets the contracts,

whose land is used, which developers are employed, which bond attorneys do

it — and all of those people are the people who contribute to their campaign
war chests."88

Taking up the cudgel against nostalgia, Allen R. Sanderson, a critic of

blatant giveaways, suggests that ballparks and arenas "constructed before the

advent of television, jet travel, air conditioning, and computers" might be
"simply outmoded, worn out." They are often "dank," and marred by "nar¬

row aisles, obstructed views, and limited restroom and concession space."89

All true, though there remains the question of who should pay for upgrades,

renovations, or even replacement parks. If Fenway, Tiger Stadium, Comiskey

Park, and other venerable ballparks were built, for the most part, with private

funds, why should the (largely characterless) parks that have or have been

proposed to supplant them — and perform exactly the same function — be

the responsibility of state, county, and municipal taxpayers? Narrow aisles are

no doubt an inconvenience, but so is a widened tax base, and those negotiat¬

ing those narrow aisles are doing so voluntarily, unlike those upon whom
stadium taxes are levied.

Economic Impact Studies — Or, High Fiction

with Multipliers

The economic impact of a team or stadium on a community is usually mea¬

sured in three ways: by direct expenditures, indirect expenditures, and, nebu¬

lously, accrued "psychic" benefits.
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The first of these consists of the most visible spending due to a team and

its stadium: the money people spend at restaurants, bars, hotels, rental car

agencies, and the like as they come into town for a game.90

Indirect expenditures are, in a sense, further branches of this spending: the

restaurant owner spends the monies received from fans on a new car, the car

dealer spends the funds thereby received on remodeling his kitchen, and so

on down the line. This is, as you might imagine, a field fraught with potential
for distortions, and in fact the "multiplier effect," which we shall consider m

a moment, is more elastic than a politicians definition of truth.

Finally, there are the "psychic" benefits, almost impossible to quantify,

which consist of the sense of pride or satisfaction or pleasure one gets from

having a team in one's town. These, as we shall see, are a booster's delight

— easy to exaggerate because they are so hard to quantify.

The Economic Impact Study is a crooked arrow found in the quiver of

every city and team official trymg to persuade taxpayers or their representa¬

tives of the wisdom of shelling out public monies to a pro stadium. Yet these

are notoriously baseless, even nonsensical, their outrageous estimates ginned

up by the misuse of the "multiplier effect" of government spending. The

methodological errors rampant in such studies would gag a mediocre Econ

101 student. Yet "any consultant who dared provide an unfavorable report

would probably be fired or unable to get new contracts in the future,"
observes Steven A. Riess.91

Briefly, the multiplier effect is based on the truism that money circulates;

if say, the government pays a construction company to build a stadium, the

construction workers, for instance, may spend their paychecks on pizza or car

payments or church donations or strip clubs or whatever. The recipients of

this money will in turn spend it on other goods and services. Thus the "mul¬

tiplier effect." But even a middling Econ 101 student knows that there is also

somethmg caUed an "opportunity cost": that is, the cost of foregoing the

next-best option when making a decision. Money transferred in the first

place from the city government to the construction worker would have fol-

owed a different path had the stadium not been built; it would not simply

have vanished into the dun air. These alternative uses — what might have

been; or the best other use of the money — are the opportunity costs The

money government spent to build XYZ Stadium could have been spent on

mass transit, or hospitals, or schools — or it could have been given back to

the taxpayers (or never taken from them m the first place). Joseph L. Bast

asks, how "many private investments.. .don't get made because the money was
confiscated to build or operate a stadium"?92
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The problem is opportunity costs are overlooked — whether naively or

cynically — by those who draw up rosy economic impact scenarios. As

Marquette University economist William J. Hunter wrote in a paper on the

misuse of economic impact studies, "The use of a multiplier to compute the

total impact of a public works project on the local economy guarantees that

estimates of community benefits will always exceed estimates of community

costs.. .Moreover, the larger the project undertaken, the greater the growth in

community mcome.

Hunter calls this the "Taj Mahal Syndrome." Public projects will always

be found to be "worth it," and the bigger and more expensive the project, the

more "worth it" it is. The implication is that spending large sums of taxpayer

money on public projects is always a beneficial expenditure. Sluggish econ¬

omy? Build an 80,000 seat stadium! Spending your way to prosperity was

never so easy.

Multipliers in the most roseately unrealistic impact studies are as high as

2.5, meaning that two-and-a-half jobs are projected to be created for every

job initially created. No competent economist takes such a number

seriously.

Moreover, multipliers ignore the fact that the primary recipients of sala¬

ries from the teams that play in these new stadiums — the players — usually

live (and spend and invest) outside the area. On the other hand, the bar and

bowling alley owners and employees whom the sports fan might patronize m

the absence of the professional team almost always do live and spend in the

area. The local multiplier is considerably higher when one spends money on

local entertainment rather than on major-league sports. The multiplier is —

or should be — substantially lower when a sizeable portion of monies spent

on pro sports goes to athletes and owners who live outside the area.

So in this sense, the taxpayers are actually subsidizing the flight of capital.

And as we have previously seen, the trend today is for stadium operators to

offer a wide range of culinary and subculinary (e.g., stadium hot dogs and

seven dollar cups of Budweiser) choices to fans, who thus spend their enter¬

tainment dollar within the stadium rather than at neighborhood restaurants

and bars. As one analyst writes, "The new generation of fully-loaded facili¬

ties is likely to capture much of the spending that used to occur in nearby

restaurants, bars and sports merchandise stores."94 (Concessions companies,

unlike local taverns, are often based in distant cities as well.) Owners are

happy to have local tavern owners show up at city council meetings to speak

on behalf of increased sales and hotel and rental car taxes, but their sense of
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comradeship with these small-business owners does not extend so far as to

cede to them responsibility for fulfilling the thirst of game-day fans.

Economic impact studies trumpet the gross benefits of a team's presence

without considering — indeed, while studiously ignoring — benefits fore¬

gone. That is, the ways in which people would have spent their money on

other entertainments or services had the sporting option not been available.

A fan who shells out 100 dollars for tickets and parking and beer at the

football game might have spent that 100 dollars on a night at a steakhouse

or a blues concert. The alternative spending choices of state and local govern¬

ments, consumers, fans, taxpayers, and patrons would be most inconvenient

pieces of these equations, and so they are left out of the discussion. Yet as

Robert A. Baade insists, "The alternative of not taxing the money from citi¬

zens in the first place should always be included in this evaluation." And as

Baade adds, "Public officials must inevitably ask, Which is more valuable

— more money for schools, roads, airports, police, tax reduction, or

stadiums?"95

Economic impact studies paint beyond-rosy scenarios of the benefits of

publicly subsidized stadiums: the construction jobs, the restaurant and hotel

spillover, the increased tax revenues for the host city and county — why, the

benefits flow like lemonade springs through the big rock candy mountain!

The academic literature on the subject reaches quite the opposite conclusion,

but still the economic impact studies are authorized and published and cited

as gospel by boosters. In recent years, pro-stadium impact studies have

claimed that well over 4,000 "permanent jobs" would be created if stadiums

were built in Cincinnati, Kansas City, and Phoenix, for instance. In fact, say

Federal Reserve economists Jordan Rappaport and Chad Wilkerson, who are

not unsympathetic to stadium subsidies, "the net number of jobs created

from hosting a professional sports team is quite low. It is almost certainly less
than 1,000 and likely to be much closer to zero."96

John Siegfried and Andrew Zimbalist point out that in addition to the

100 or so front-office people employed by the average professional team, a

football team will typically hire 1,000—1,500 persons for day-of-game work

in part-time, low-wage positions. At four hours/day for ten home games a

year, this adds up to a grand total of "20 to 30 full-time, year-round jobs."97

It is tough for the Chamber of Commerce to fly that stat on its mast.

As Kevin J. Delany and Rick Eckstein of the Departments of Sociology

of Temple University andVillanova University, respectively, conclude in their

paper "The Devil Is in the Details: Neutralizing Critical Studies of Publicly

Constructed Stadiums," pro-stadium forces have adopted an array of strate¬

gies to deal with critical studies and with academic refutations of rosy
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scenarios. To wit, "pro stadium elites have ignored the [critical] studies,

criticized them without competing evidence, commissioned contradictory

studies, or shifted the debate to non-measurable endpoints."98

Delany and Eckstein studied nine cities in which subsidy battles had taken

place: Hartford, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Minneapolis,

San Diego, Phoenix, and Denver. The pro-stadium strategies can be boiled

down as such: Ignore, Attack, Change the Subject.
In the Ignore category, the authors cite stadium advocates who go about

blithely ignorant of the voluminous evidence from the other side. They do

not acknowledge that substitution effects exist, for instance, and they

frequently hold up Baltimore and Cleveland as examples of cities that were

turned around by subsidized stadiums — despite the lack of empirical

evidence. Camden Yards of Baltimore acts as a kind of talisman, as a magic

charm that screams "Revitalization" even though, as the authors note,

Baltimore's Inner Harbor revitalization preceded the construction of the new

baseball and football stadiums. As for Cleveland s Jacobs Field (now

Progressive Field), the authors asked "someone central to building Jacobs

Field" for the research upon which he based his claims for its resuscitative

effects, and he replied: "It was not studied. I just knew it. I would not waste

$100,000 for someone to study this. It's the right place to build."99

He just knew it. Cuyahoga County sunk $84 million, raised by alcohol

and cigarette taxes on its citizens, into Jacobs Field, or about half of the total

cost, and yet $100,000 was too much to spend to determine whether or not

the $84 million public investment made sense.
But then, even if such studies were made, any contradictory evidence

would have been buried or condemned. That, after all, is how stadium boost¬

ers deal with the shelves full of academic research on the topic. As Delaney

and Eckstein write, when ignoring hostile studies doesnt do the trick, the

practice is to mock and ridicule them. Why, the professors whose names are

attached to these papers probably can't even hit a curve ball! They "just don't

understand the nuances of stadium generated economic development, and

besides, they've "probably never even been to a new ballpark. They just
don't get it. And what are those eggheads doing sticking their noses into

sports anyway?
Just in case any taxpayers get the bright idea to rely upon peer-reviewed

research in organizing opposition to stadium giveaways, pro-subsidy advo¬

cates maintain the option of commissioning their own economic impact

studies. These tend to be drawn up by accounting firms rather than profes¬

sors of economics, and in their reliance on questionnaires and surveys and
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speculation and "sloppy methodology," they are "fantasy documents" which

promise the moon and stars and an El Dorado-style prosperity if only the

city council or county legislature or the voters will approve the requested
subsidy. He who commissions the study calls the tune.

These fantasy documents look backward as well as forward. Retrospectivi

studies, "dressed in methodological regalia," attempt to show that publich

constructed stadiums have delivered on their promises.101 The problem with

such studies, say Delaney and Eckstein, is that they are the merest burlesques

of real studies. Typically, as was the case with a 1997 Arthur Anderson LLP

study of "The Impact of a Ballpark in Central City Philadelphia," the

"researchers" rely on fan surveys that may oversample out-of-town fans (who

spend considerably more on non-ticket purchases than others) and under-

sample locals, children, and others who spend less.102 The result is an exag¬

gerated claim of per-fan spending.

They also greatly exaggerate the number of out-of-town fans who come

to games. A 1997 survey of the literature set the range of such fans at

between 5% and 20%, and yet, for instance, one economic impact study in

support of a new Fenway Park claimed, absurdly, that 35% of fans at Red

Sox games were from out-of-state. ("The methodology employed to arrive at

the 35% estimate is not described," state Siegfried and Zimbalist archly.)103

Moreover, evidence suggests that the majority of out-of-area fans in the

stands do not come to the host city solely for the purpose of attending a

game. So if they were not at Fenway, say, they would be spending those

dollars on some other Boston attraction.

Additionally, such surveys ignore the substitution effect. The possibility

that a fan might have spent his baseball ticket and hot dog money on some¬

thing else seems entirely to have escaped the attention of the economic

impact study authors. But then that's the point: shoot at everything that flies

and claim everything that falls is the economic development mantra.

In researching the ways in which pro-stadium forces neutralize critical stud¬

ies, sociologists Delaney and Eckstein write, "In all of the nine cities we

studied [Hartford, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Minneapolis,

San Diego, Phoenix, and Denver], the major local newspaper editorially cham¬

pioned spending public dollars on private stadiums.. .Editorials supporting

the new stadiums would often parrot the fantasy documents" purporting to

be economic impact studies put out as propaganda by the pro-subsidy side.

Newspapers tend to be pro-subsidy, since their readership and circulation are

tied, in critical ways, to the presence of major league teams.
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Interestingly, there was one significant exception to this rule, and it has

implications for other battles in this long war. To quote from Delaney and

Eckstein at length:

The potential influence of a less sycophantic media was apparent m Pittsburgh,
where the city's "second" mainstream newspaper (The Pittsburgh Tribune) was as
critical of publicly financed stadiums as the "first" paper (The Pittsburgh Post-

Gazette) was supportive. In addition, the libertarian publisher of this paper,
Richard Scaife, owned his own think tank, the Allegheny Institute on Public

Policy, which generated scores of position papers critical of publicly financed
stadiums. These reports, of course, were picked up and legitimated by the Tribune
where they had a very important impact on Pittsburgh s new stadium initiative. In
fact, m almost unprecedented fashion, stadium advocates were crushed in a refer¬

endum seeking to raise local taxes for these two new ballparks and had to com¬

pletely rethink their strategy (which was ultimately successful). The Tribunes
hostility certainly contributed to this surprising electoral defeat. Perhaps other
referendums in other cities would have unfolded differently had the local media

not been economic and political bedfellows of pro-stadium forces.

Ominously, "an increasingly popular strategy" for neutralizing the aca¬

demic literature on stadium subsidies is to "argue that it is not really about

economics anyway." Mere dollars and cents can't possibly measure the value of

a major league team to a city. Perhaps dimly perceiving that a veritable Everest

of evidence is against them, the advocates of subsidy shift the focus of their

arguments to such warm and fuzzy and immeasurable benefits as solidarity,

happiness, or family togetherness."105 It is almost enough to make a credit card

commercial. Cost of New Stadium to Taxpayers: $140 million. Benefit of

Paying $300 for tickets and parking for a family of four: Priceless.
Except it is not priceless. And the proclaimed blessings of having a subsi¬

dized stadium are so dubious as to defy description. Delaney and Eckstem

ask, "How could a systematic academic study possibly refute this piece of

'evidence' we were offered to support Cleveland's use of public dollars for

private stadiums: the bike messengers around town were smiling more since

the new ballpark opened."106

Ridiculous as such assertions may sound, they are the most tangible evi¬

dence that subsidy-boosters really have, and Delaney and Eckstein predict

that the "strategic shift to emphasizing noneconomic issues like community

self-esteem and community collective conscience" will only increase.

Interestingly, most of the business leaders the authors spoke to in the nine

cities they studied were not under the illusion that new stadiums would

provide community economic windfalls"; youd have to be a politician to

helieve that. But they often saw it as their civic duty to support the imposition
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of new taxes to fund such projects — though in some cases, the fact that they

were avid sports fans" drove their enthusiasm. As the authors conclude,
"There are many powerful people who remain supportive of using public

money for private stadiums, and they will keep trying to come up with new

ways to avoid dealing with the devilish details."107 The hope, for those who

oppose these powerful people, lies in the aphorism attributed to Mahatma

Gandhi: "First they ignore you. Then they laugh at you. Then they fight you.
Then you win."

But Gandhi was fighting British imperialists, not men chasing public
handouts of hundreds of millions of dollars. When that sort of money is at

stake, never underestimate the cleverness of the subsidy-seeker. From the

desperate scramble for dole dollars comes the nebulous and very useful con¬
cept of "psychic benefits."

The admen who create the Mastercard commercials would say that the

value of say, boasting that the Steelers are from your hometown of Pittsburgh,

or that the reigning World Series champs play in your county, is "priceless"

a helpfully abstract concept for those who wish to convince policymakers

of the need for a larger cut of a hotel or sales tax. A team is said to be a

symbol, a commercial ambassador, for its host city. Novelist James Michener,

he of the doorstop-sized bestsellers, said in 1976: "a city needs a big public

stadium because that's one of the things that distinguishes a city. I would not

elect to live in a city that did not have a spacious public building in which to

play games, and as a taxpayer I would be willing to have the city use my dol¬

lars to help build such a stadium, if that were necessary. I am therefore
unequivocally in support of public stadiums."108

One owner put it this way: Tonight, on every single television and radio

station m the USA, Seattle will be mentioned because of the Mariners' game,

and tomorrow night and the next night and so on. You'd pay millions in

public relations fees for that." Yet as Siegfried and Zimbalist ask, "Do people

view Charlotte, Jacksonville and Nashville to be big-time locations and Los

Angeles an also-ran place because the former have NFL teams and the latter
does not?"109

Obviously not, but owners and league officials play upon the fear of

boosters of looking bush league. No catastrophe is quite so great as having
the "local" band of sports mercenaries skip town. Gene Budig, American

League president, said in 1995: "No community today wants to lose a fran¬

chise. It would send the wrong message to business and industry that might
have an interest in it."110 Added the head of a task force responsible for the

horrid Hubert Flumphrey Metrodome in Minneapolis: "It is almost worse
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for a city's image to lose a major league team than to have never had one at

all."111 Examples spring to mmd — is it better to be Newark, New Jersey,

which never had a major league team, or Los Angeles, which lost the Raiders

and Rams in short order? — but they do not quite make the speaker's

point.

(This is not to say that people are not deeply attached to their home
teams, and that the departure of those teams doesn't exact a real cost. Charles

C. Euchner, in Playing the Field: Why Sports Teams Move and Cities Fight to Keep Them,

notes that "Psychologists have compared the loss of a sports franchise to the
trauma experienced at the death of a loved one. 112 The same is true for those

who love proud old ballparks — Tiger Stadium, Comiskey Park — which

fall to the wrecking ball.)
Civic pride, as one subsidy advocate writes, "cannot be captured solely

through ticket sales or the purchase of logo merchandise."113 True. But these

at least are measurable; by contrast, the psychic benefits of a person sharing

a city with a professional sports team are so unquantifiable as to make the

concept of love seem like it is reducible to a mere number.

If subsidies are to be defended, it must be on less measurable grounds —

community pride and the like. There simply are no strong economic justifica¬

tions of such public expenditures. And yet the urge overwhelms to wipe away

even these fancy rationalizations for pocket-picking. Economic development,

city pride: phooey. Much of this is just old-fashioned pork flavored with

bribery and payoffs.
Still, pursuers of tax dollars are nothing if not creatively argumentative.

For there is also, floating out there in the nether world between baseless

assertion and wishful thinking, the claim that employers base their decisions

on where to locate factories or offices or corporate headquarters in part on

the presence or absence of professional sports teams. This claim adds heft to

the pro-subsidy argument, making it appear as if hordes of free-agent busi¬

nesses are ready to descend upon a city and its suburbs if only that city will

give the team what it wants. Yet as Robert A. Baade writes, no evidence

exists to suggest that professional sports is an important factor in business

location decisions."114 There is evidence, however, that the local tax climate

has a role in such decisions — but the tax climate most conducive to positive

location decisions is one in which levies are lower rather than higher.

Contingent valuation method, or CVM, is a somewhat controversial

means by which marketers, government agencies, and some economists

attempt to determine the market value of nonmarket resources or goods

(often environmental in nature, for instance a beautiful view or pristine
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wilderness) by asking participants in a survey what they would pay for to

give an example or two — a week without clouds or the presence of an all-

Shakespeare theater in their town. Many economists insist that peoples

preferences are more accurately determined via market transactions than by

off-the-cuff responses to hypothetical questions, yet believers in the efficacy

of CVM have contributed to the literature on the psychic benefits of sports
stadiums.

In 1997, economists Bruce K. Johnson of Centre College (Kentucky) and

John C. Whitehead of East Carolina University applied the CVM to assess

the value of a pair of projects proposed for Lexington, Kentucky: a basketball

arena for the University of Kentucky Wildcats and a minor league baseball

stadium that would be used to attract a team to Lexington, then the largest
city in America without its own pro baseball team.

In the former case, although the proposed arena would have been privately

funded, it would have deprived the publicly funded Rupp Arena, built in

1976 by Fayette County, of its major tenant. Given that taxpayers would not
retire the arena's debt until 2016, the departure of the Wildcats would have
increased the burden on county taxpayers.

In the latter case, a local developer told county officials that he could bring

a Class AA Southern League baseball team to Lexington if only the county
would provide a $I0-$I2 million park for the boys to play in.

Johnson and Whitehead surveyed a random sample of Lexington house¬

holds, asking a series of questions about the extent of the respondent's inter¬

est in sports and culminating with the question, "Would you be willing to

pay $x per year out of your own household budget in higher taxes to help
pay" for a new arena/new baseball stadium?

More than two-thirds of those surveyed repKed that they would not be

willing to pay any amount in higher taxes for a new arena for the UK

Wildcats, while almost as many (63.3%) opposed any hike in taxes to pay

for a baseball stadium. More than one-third of those who were willing to be

taxed for baseball cited the alleged economic impact, a sign of "stadium

illusion," comment Johnson and Whitehead, referring to the vast body of
evidence that there are no such benefits.115

The denouement in Lexington turned out to be virtually a best-case sce¬

nario. The Wildcats remained at Rupp Arena, and after local officials refused

to build the baseball park, a group of private investors bought a franchise

(the Lexington Legends) in the Class A South Atlantic League and financed

— without taxpayer subvention — the $13.5 million Applebee's Park, which

opened in 2001 and where the team entertains fans every summer  on
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elected officials and other community elites are characterized as untrust¬

worthy, manipulative, charlatans with an agenda to sell. If a new psychic

income paradigm for justification and scientific measurement 1s used to

appraise the value of the psychic income and, hence, the subsidy invested,

then these proponents could reposition themselves as responsible keepers of
the public trust.""9

This is a tall order, though not so tall as making straight-faced assertions

that, say, giving $325 million to Jerry Jones is good for the DaUas economy.

The great thmg about psychic income is that it is so immeasurable that it is

hard to empirically demolish. Sponsor a CVM study, ask the residents of a

town without pro football how much they would pay to have a team, and

since their answers don't actually cost anybody anything they will reply, more

likely than not, with an inflated estimate of the value they place upon secur¬

ing such a team. This may indeed be the wave of the future: mstead of com¬

missioning economic impact studies, a Chamber of Commerce m conjunction

with the owner of a stadium-seeking team will commission psychic impact

studies. Dont be shocked if the results are exactly what those who commis¬
sion these studies want them to be.

(Anti)-Trusting in Expansion

Roger Noll, Stanford University economist, explams one effect of basebaU's

antitrust exemption: "Major league baseball should have 40 or 50 teams, not

26 or 28 [today 30], Then you wouldn't have to give away hundreds of
millions of dollars to get one to relocate."120

But of course that is exactly why the majors do not expand to 40 or 50

teams: they want to keep a pool of franchise-less cities begging outside the

gates, offering bejeweled parks to footloose owners. And yet it is far from

clear that stripping baseball of its antitrust exemption would have the desired
effect. There is a better way to restore stadium sanity.

BasebaU's antitrust exemption was established by the U.S. Supreme Court

m Federal Baseball Club of Baltimore, Inc. v. National League of Professional Baseball

Clubs, etal (1922), since refined. The unanimous decision found, in the words

of Oliver WendeU Holmes, that baseball was not "interstate commerce," and

therefore not ^subject to federal regulation. But the Court also denied that

baseball was "trade or commerce in the commonly-accepted use of those

words," which somewhat unusual perception freed the mdustry from the

oversight of antitrust laws. (Comcidentally, a lower court had delayed this


